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ABSTRACT

Chromogenic thin films are crucial building blocks in smart windows to modulate

the flux of visible light and heat radiation into buildings. Electrochromic

materials such as tungsten oxide are well established in those devices. Sputter

deposition offers a well-suited method for the production of such layers, which

can also be used on an industrial scale. Tungsten oxide films were prepared by

means of reactive ion-beam sputter deposition. The choice of distinct gas mix-

tures as well as the growth temperature during the sputtering process allows to

tune the properties of the resulting layers. Especially, the variation in the growth

temperatures was found to have an impact on the structure of the resulting

samples and, as a consequence, on their optical and electrochemical properties.

By specific choice of the reactive gas, the deposition of colorless transparent as

well as blue films of different composition is possible. The optical transmittance

in the visible spectral range was up to 75% for as-deposited oxygen-rich layers.

Additionally, hydrogen-doped tungsten oxide samples were grown. Superior

electrochromic switching was observed for Hþ-doped layers, probably by some

kind of preconditioning. This resulted in a value for the standardized optical

coloration efficiency of 26.5 cm2/C.

Introduction

Because of the global climate change, energy-saving

and sustainable technologies are becoming more and

more important. Therefore, the demands on

technologies for the conversion, storage and use of

renewable energies are constantly growing [1]. The

building sector plays an important role in terms of

energy saving potential. For example, this sector

consumes 23% of global primary energy and 30% of

global electricity demand [2]. The further
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development of technologies that enable energy to be

used efficiently and economically is, therefore, of

foremost interest. In particular, the class of so-called

smart windows offers an approach to save energy in

the building sector by efficiently regulating incident

light [3]. This can be achieved by the use of elec-

trochromic (EC) thin films. Electrochromism denotes

the reversible change of optical absorbance driven by

an externally applied voltage; thus, EC materials

allow for the modulation of the incident light.

The mostly studied EC materials include conju-

gated conducting polymers, transition metal oxides

as well as metal coordination complexes [4–9]. Due to

their diversity in composition and structure as well as

their superior performance, electrochromism based

on thin film transition metal oxides has become

increasingly important in the last decade. Exemplar-

ily, there has been significant progress in terms of

new materials [10–15] as well as novel designs and

concepts [14, 16–19]. Among the various transition

metal oxides, tungsten oxide is the most intensively

studied material and has been established as material

of choice in this field, especially with regard to its

extraordinary EC properties like high color efficien-

cies, high cyclability and high environmental stabil-

ity, among others [20, 21]. The underlying process of

electrochromism is widely accepted as a result of

simultaneous injection/extraction of electrons and

cations [22] and complies with the following reaction

½WO3 þ xMþ þ xe��bleached , ½MxWO3�colored; ð1Þ

where x describes the number of incorporated ions

and electrons, respectively. The type of ions, such as

Hþ, Liþ or Naþ, is represented by Mþ. The interca-

lation reaction of electrons and ions into the film can

cause a reduction of the W6þ-states to W5þ- or W4þ-

states [6]. This leads to a modification of the elec-

tronic structure of the material, whereby photons in

the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum can

be absorbed. Simultaneously, the color impression of

the tungsten oxide layer changes. The untreated

tungsten oxide layer appears colorless transparent,

whereas a blue coloration occurs upon electrochem-

ical reduction with simultaneous incorporation of

charge-neutralizing ions. A reversal of this process,

i.e., the removal of ions (deintercalation), results in a

decolorization of the layer.

Tungsten and its oxides are, further, of great

interest because of their high availability, low price

factor and high chemical stability. The special

properties result from the different level of oxygen

deficit in phases of WOx, which were investigated by

Magnéli and are thus known as Magnéli phases

[23, 24]. In addition to their EC characteristics, tung-

sten oxides can be successfully applied in, e.g., gas

sensors, catalysts or electrode materials in lithium-ion

batteries [25–29].

The EC properties of tungsten oxide layers depend

on the composition, the crystal structure and the

morphology [8, 30–32]. Compared to crystalline films,

amorphous WO3 exhibits more rapid coloration and

improved efficiency but inferior stability [30, 31].

Hence, using low-dimensional nanostructures has

been proven effective to achieve faster switching,

increased reversibility and enhanced durability

[30, 32]. This is due to the higher surface accessibility

and shorter diffusion path length versus the bulk

counterpart [30]. The film characteristics are strongly

dependent on the growth technique. A multitude of

different techniques were used, metal organic chem-

ical vapor deposition [33], the sol–gel process [34, 35],

pulsed laser deposition [36–38] or sputter deposition

[39, 40], among others. Especially, sputter-deposited

coatings show some intrinsic advantages, such as a

strong layer adhesion, a constant film thickness of

homogeneous structure, high growth rates and a high

degree of reproducibility, which trigger their domi-

nance in industrial scale. Nevertheless, there are

drawbacks in conventional setups such as the contact

between the substrate and the plasma during depo-

sition. Therefore, the temperature of the substrate

surface can rise significantly. In this article, ion-beam

sputter deposition (IBSD) was used for the synthesis

of tungsten oxide films to achieve a more precise

control of the sample temperature and, thus, the layer

properties [41]. This favors the deposition of amor-

phous tungsten oxide films, since otherwise plasma

irradiation of the substrate surface raises the tem-

perature, promotes atom migration and, as a conse-

quence, can lead to crystallization of the material. For

the same reason, films already present on the sub-

strate, e.g., for stack preparation, can be spared the

harsh conditions of a contact to the plasma. Besides,

smooth and compact surfaces can be realized, which

is in contrast to conventionally sputtered thin films

being rather rough and porous. The basic character-

istics of ion-beam sputtered tungsten oxide coatings

as well as the possibilities to improve the coating

properties due to variation in synthesis parameters

like gas mixture and growth temperature will be
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described. As-grown samples are investigated by

means of their optical, compositional and EC

characteristics.

Experimental

Tungsten oxide (WOx) films were prepared by ion-

beam sputter deposition. The sputtering setup con-

sists of the vessel of radio frequency (RF) ion source,

which incorporates the plasma, and the main process

chamber in which the sputter target and the substrate

are mounted. The ion beam extracted from the ion

source is directed onto the target, where the material

of the target is atomized. In comparison with con-

ventional sputtering systems such as direct current

(DC) or RF sputtering, in IBSD systems obviously

there is no direct contact between plasma and sub-

strate and, as a consequence, the temperature of the

substrate surface will not rise significantly. Further

details concerning the IBSD setup can be found in

reference [41].

The films were deposited from a metallic tungsten

target of Kurt J. Lesker Company (purity of 99.95%)

by reactive sputtering in an argon–oxygen mixture.

For some layers, hydrogen was used as additional

reactive gas to deposit hydrogen-doped films. All

gases got a purity of 99.999%. A fixed argon flux of

2 sccm was used for all samples. The ion source was

operated at an RF power of 220 W. To influence the

degree of crystallization of the layers, films were

deposited under ambient as well as elevated growth

temperatures. K GlassTM coated with fluorine-doped

tin oxide (FTO) with a thickness of 300 nm was used

as substrate in order to establish an electrical contact

for electrochemical measurements.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out with a

diffractometer type D5000 of Siemens company using

the Cu-Ka emission line. The measurements were

taken in Bragg–Brentano geometry with a rate of 2�/

min. A Lambda 900 spectrometer from PerkinElmer

Instruments was used to measure the optical prop-

erties of the layers. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were

conducted to analyze the crystallite surface structure.

The SEM measurements were taken using a Zeiss–

Merlin setup. For the AFM investigations in air, a

Smart SPM 1000 (AIST-NT) was used, utilizing

NanoWorld Pointprobe SEIHR-20 AFM probes

designed for non-contact mode imaging. Raman

spectroscopy was carried out with a 633 nm laser in a

range between 100 and 1500 cm�1. Additionally, a

colored sample was examined for analysis by Raman

spectroscopy. This sample was intercalated with Liþ-

ions by means of a cyclic voltammetry measurement.

As electrolyte, a 1 M solved lithium perchlorate

(LiClO4) in propylene carbonate was used. The

potential was varied with a rate of 10 mV/s until

- 0.7 V were reached. Further details about the

electrochemical measurement setup are described

below. To gain more precise information about the

composition of the film and the chemical bonds, X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted.

The PHI VersaProbe system utilizes an Al anode

(Al-Ka = 1486.6 eV). Measurements were taken with

a source angle of 45� and with charge neutralization

on the sample surface. All resulting spectra were

referenced to the carbon signal (C 1s) at 284.8 eV.

Depth profiles of the films were studied via in situ

argon ion etching with an acceleration voltage of 0.5

or 1 kV. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

spectra were measured at 4 K with a microwave

power of 201,17 mW and a microwave frequency of

9.49 GHz. For these investigations, tungsten oxide

was deposited on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) foil.

The use of PTFE foil allows to remove the deposited

layer from the substrate so that the remaining pow-

der can be examined in a quartz ampule. Selected

samples were examined for their EC properties.

Cyclic voltammetry was conducted in an IviumStat

potentiostat between - 0.7 and 1.5 V with potential

sweeps of 10 mV/s. The electrochemical half-cell

consisted of a platinum wire (counter electrode), a

leak-free Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a tungsten

oxide layer (working electrode). The electrolyte used

was 0.1 M sulfuric acid. During the cyclic voltam-

metry measurements, UV–Vis spectroscopy was

simultaneously performed with a TEC5 spectrometer

at the reversal points of the potential. These reversal

points can be considered as the state of the interca-

lated and deintercalated layer. Due to the sweep rate

of the potential, this would result in a switching time

of 220 s. For the classification of the optical switching

performance of the investigated layers, the elec-

trochromic characteristics listed in the following were

used. For building glazing, the European standard

EN 4102 [42] serves as the basis for calculating the

optical characteristics. The standardized transmission

Tvis is of special importance with respect to the use as
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window coating. This takes into consideration the

spectral sensitivity of the human eye V(k). The cor-

responding values can be found in reference [43].

Here the spectral range from 380 to 780 nm is

examined, with the strongest weighting at about

555 nm. Furthermore, the intensity distribution of the

incident light is taken into account. For the calcula-

tion, the CIE (International Commission on Illumi-

nation) Standard Illuminant D65 is used as the

reference light source. This can be found in the ISO

11664-2 standard [44]. From these values, the stan-

dardized transmission Tvis is calculated as follows:

Tvis ¼
P780 nm

k¼380 nm D65ðkÞ � VðkÞ � TðkÞ
P780 nm

k¼380 nm D65ðkÞ � VðkÞ
: ð2Þ

This results in the standardized optical coloration

efficiency:

CEvis ¼
log10

TvisðbÞ
TvisðcÞ

DQ
; ð3Þ

in which the bleached (b) and colored (c) state of the

standardized transmission and the charge involved is

taken into account.

Tungsten oxide thin films were grown by ion-beam

sputter deposition, a less common sputtering variant.

We showed the possibility of influencing technolog-

ically relevant samples characteristics by using dif-

ferent preparation parameters (e.g., gas mixture or

growth temperature). This allows to tune the ele-

mental composition, optical properties or to influence

the structure and the degree of crystallization in the

resulting thin films. Variation in these properties

allows for a positive selection of parameters guaran-

teeing layers with beneficial EC characteristics.

Exemplarily, layers of a significantly altered mor-

phology and a much more compact structure can be

produced. Additional in operando doping with

hydrogen allows to further optimize the cycling

behavior. The high reproducibility as well as the high

purity of IBSD-grown layers render ion-beam sputter

deposition a suitable candidate for growth of tung-

sten oxide and, most likely, other chromogenic

materials.

Results and discussion

Figure 1a shows the transmittance in dependence on

wavelength for pristine tungsten oxide films depos-

ited at room temperature and varied O2 flux up to

10 sccm. The corresponding photographs are shown

as well with the O2 flux during the deposition

decreasing from left to right. Obviously, layers pro-

duced under high O2 flux are highly transparent.

Below a certain threshold in the O2 flux, however, a

blue coloration of the layers occurs. This points at

partial presence of W5þ- and W4þ-states and, hence,

an oxygen deficit of the samples.

Taking a look at the optical transmission of the

layers in the spectral range between 300 and 650 nm,

this tendency is also well established. As opposed a

measurement of the substrate (FTO layer on glass) for

which absorption occurs up to 310 nm, the films of

tungsten oxide absorb up to about 370 nm, well in

line with their colored appearance. Oxygen-rich

tungsten oxide samples deposited with an O2 flux of

6 sccm and above reach a transmittance in the visible

spectral range of up to 75%, close to the 80% of the

substrate. The general transmission profile of these

samples is comparable. However, for samples pro-

duced under lower O2 flux a decrease in the mea-

sured transmittance can be seen. In particular, an O2

flux of 5.15 sccm was found to be the lowest O2 flux

which reproducibly yields widely colorless trans-

parent samples. Additionally, the sample shows the

highest transmittance for the violet and blue spectral

range. Samples grown with higher oxygen deficit

(deposited at an O2 flux of 5 sccm and less) show a

bluish color impression accompanied by a shift in the

onset of absorption toward higher wavelengths and

increased absorption in the longer wavelength range.

Figure 1b depicts the transmittance series for films

prepared at a constant substrate temperature of

400 �C. Again, the upper part of the figure shows

photographs of the samples. In general, the trans-

mission measurements of these samples also show

the decrease in the transmittance for oxygen-poor

samples as well as the shift of the onset of absorption.

Compared to the previous series, however, the O2

flux below which blue coloring occurs shifts to higher

values. This is clearly visible for the sample deposited

under an O2 flux of 5.15 sccm. Here, the sample

grown at a growth temperature of 400 �C exhibits a

dark blue color impression, while the one deposited
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at RT was colorless. Thus, different compositions can

be obtained for samples deposited under the same O2

flux but at different growth temperatures. Conse-

quently, the different color impression allows an

assessment of the composition of the films. This is in

accordance with the literature, where a ratio of O/

W[ 2.5 is reported to show a transparent widely

colorless aspect, while for O/W ’ 2.5 a bluish color

and for O/W\ 2.5 a metallic character of the films

was observed [45]. It should be noted that the col-

oration discussed in the previous paragraph is not to

be mistaken for the coloration which results from de-

and intercalation processes, cf. Fig. 1c.

Figure 2a shows X-ray diffractograms of samples

deposited under different growth temperatures and

with a varying composition. Herein, the films grown

at RT without additional heating of the substrate do

not reveal any reflexes besides those to be assigned of

SnO2 (marked in the upper scale [46]), which belong

to the FTO substrate. Thus, no crystalline WO3 was

grown at room temperature. In order to be able to

produce crystalline samples, an increase in the

growth temperature is necessary. Accordingly, the

samples deposited at a growth temperature of 400 �C

show reflexes of WO3 phases. A dominant signal

arises in the region of 20�–25�. However, since the

reflection appears rather broad, a clear assignment to

a single lattice plane is not possible. A comparison

with the predicted reflexes for monoclinic WO3 (blue

squares in Fig. 2a) indicates that a superposition of

(002), (020) and (200) reflexes might be present [47]. It

should be noted that these signals might be as well

assigned to the presence of a triclinic phase [48].

Furthermore, Fig. 2a comprises an additional marked

area at 45�–55� with two broad signals for which a

clear assignment is not possible and a superposition

of different reflexes is most likely. Additionally,

around the (101) reflection of FTO further low-in-

tensity signals seem to be overlayed, apparent in a

significant broadening of the FTO-related signal.

Again, reflections of the monoclinic tungsten oxide

are the obvious cause. In conclusion, it is seen that

polycrystalline tungsten oxide films were prepared in

the 400 �C-series and an influence of the chosen O2

flux during the deposition can be seen. The highest

degree of crystallinity is observed for the sample

sputtered at an O2 flux of 8 sccm.

The morphology of the layers was investigated in

SEM and AFM measurements. Smooth and compact

films of WO3 were realized. In Fig. 2b–e, SEM images

of films deposited under different O2 flux and with-

out additional heating of the substrate during depo-

sition are shown. For O2 flux up to 8 sccm, compact

films without any pronounced grain structure are

formed. The sample deposited at an O2 flux of

10 sccm shows a similar morphology with some

protrusions of 0.2–0.3 lm size without, however, any

distinct orientation, in a line with the findings of X-

ray diffraction. In Fig. 2f, the influence of the growth

temperature on the surface structure at a fixed O2
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Figure 1 Optical transmittance curves and photographs of

tungsten oxide samples IBSD-grown at room temperature (a)

and 400 �C (b) under variation of the O2 flux superimposed to the

fixed 2 sccm of Ar. The bluish coloration of some samples stems

from tungsten excess and is not to be confused with the bluish

coloration of tungsten oxide when reduced in an electrochemical

cell at a potential of - 0.7 V versus Ag/AgCl (intercalated state)

or 1.5 V versus Ag/AgCl (deintercalated state) in contact to 0.1 M

sulfuric acid (c).
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flux of 5.15 sccm during deposition is shown. A

morphology different from the samples shown in

Fig. 2b–e should be emphasized. Unlike those sam-

ples, the film in Fig. 2f shows well-separated grains

with a size up to 0.3 lm but less pronounced crystal

facets. In Fig. 2g, the surface of a sample deposited at

RT and a moderate O2 flux of 5.15 sccm is shown as

analyzed by AFM. Individual grains of about 0.2 lm
size appear interconnected without sharply defined

grain boundaries. The root-mean-square surface

roughness was determined to be around 9 nm. In

comparison, Fig. 2h shows the morphology of a

sample synthesized at RT under oxygen-poor condi-

tions. Again, no sharply defined grains are recog-

nizable. However, the grains seem to be a bit more

extended. The determined roughness of the surface is

approximately 7 nm. At an increased deposition

temperature of 400 �C, larger round-shaped grains of

about 0.5 lm lateral expansion were obtained, cf.

Fig. 2i, leading to an increased roughness of around

20 nm, much higher than for the unheated samples.

Figure 3 shows Raman spectra obtained for sam-

ples with different optical impression (colorless

transparent or blue) as well as for samples synthe-

sized at different growth temperature. The amor-

phous samples deposited under an O2 flux

� 5.15 sccm at room temperature show two broad

signals of higher intensity in the region of 770 and

950 cm�1. According to the literature, the first one is

due to the W6þ–O-bond [49] and is caused by a

superposition of the two strongest peaks at 719 and

808 cm�1 [50]. The second peak resulting from the

W6þ=O stretching mode of terminal oxygen atoms

[51]. With respect to amorphous tungsten oxide, the

basic structure can be described by the formation of

WO6-octahedra. These consist of short W6þ=O-bonds
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Figure 2 X-ray diffractograms of samples of varying

composition, deposited at RT (green) or at 400 �C (red)

compared to reference values of SnO2 (red bars on top) and

monoclinic WO3 (shown by blue squares) (a). SEM images of

films deposited under different O2 flux at RT (b)–(e) or at 400 �C,

cf. (f) and AFM images of samples, deposited at room temperature

under a moderate O2 flux of 5.15 sccm (g) and under oxygen-poor

conditions (h). Compared to the surface of a sample grown at

400 �C (i), the surface roughness is significantly smoother.
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Figure 3 Raman spectra of tungsten oxide thin films deposited at

different growth temperatures and O2 fluxes as well as a spectrum

of a Liþ-intercalated sample (blue) with band assignments

indicated as vertical lines. Bluish WOx layers display a higher

intensity especially in the range of about 330 and 450 cm�1

attributed to W5þ–O and W5þ=O bonds, whereas in colorless

transparent samples W6þ-related Raman modes dominate.
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and longer W6þ–O-bonds leading to clusters of

deformed octahedra, where the W6þ=O-bonds are

expected at the outermost surface of the clusters

[51, 52]. The bluish samples (oxygen poor and Liþ-

intercalated) yield spectra with a weaker intensity in

the region of the W6þ-states. The colorless transpar-

ent sample (deposited under an O2 flux of 5.15 sccm)

shows a significant increase in intensity in the range

of about 330–450 cm�1 after the intercalation of Liþ-

ions. These signals are assigned to the W5þ–O and

W5þ=O bonds [52]. Following the model of small

polaron transitions by Schirmer et al. [53], the W5þ

states contribute to the mechanism that leads to

optical absorption. The Raman measurements of the

films therefore give an indication of the presence of

these states in the stained samples.

Crystalline WOx films showed three Raman signals

with a high intensity at about 270 cm�1, 690 cm�1

and 810 cm�1, slightly shifted relative to the reported

positions 275 cm�1, 719 cm�1 and 808 cm�1 [49, 50].

Beside those modes, both samples show a higher

intensity in the signal around 330 cm�1. At this wave

number, Ozkan et al. mention the existence of a mode

which occurs for crystalline samples [54]. In contrast

to the amorphous films, the mode at 950 cm�1 only

appears as a weak signal and predominantly for the

film prepared at low O2 flux. Tentatively, we assign

this to a removal of doubly bonded W6þ for crys-

talline tungsten oxide. Thus, the intensity of the

950 cm�1 Raman mode might serve as a measure of

the degree of crystallization. In conclusion, a better

crystallization is observed for the oxygen-rich

sample.

Figure 4a presents the EPR spectra of a colorless

transparent as well as a bluish sample compared to a

PTFE film as reference. For all examined samples, a

signal can be seen at approximately H1 = 3370 G and

H2 = 3388 G. For this, a Landé factor of g ¼ 2:00

results which is characteristic for free electrons. Two

more resonances are seen for the bluish sample at

H3 = 3830 G and H4 = 4412 G. For those signals,

Landé factors of g ¼ 1:77 and g ¼ 1:54 are calculated.

These values are in good agreement with those given

in the literature [51], assigned to W5þ ions in colored

tungsten oxide films confirming the presence of W5þ

states in our bluish samples.

XPS measurements on an oxygen-rich sample (de-

posited with an O2 flux of 10 sccm) show an O 1s

signal consisting of two contributions at binding

energies of 530.3 and 531.6 eV, cf. Fig. 4b. The former

has been associated with O2� and W6þ ions, whereas

the latter arises from contamination at the surface,

such as hydroxyl groups or oxygen as part of carbon-

related impurities.

Figure 4c shows the O 1s signal after an etching

time of 300 s upon which additional signals repre-

senting oxygen bound to W5þ (signal at 530.8 eV) and

W4þ (signal at 530.6 eV). A detailed spectrum of the

W 4f core level at the surface is given in Fig. 4d

consisting of W 4f7=2 (at 35.4 eV) and W 4f5=2 (at

37.5 eV), both associated with the oxidation state

W6þ. After an etching time of 300 s (Fig. 4e) further

contributions have to be considered pointing at the

presence of W5þ and W4þ oxidation states, which

confirm the assignment in the corresponding O 1s

region. Obviously, the surface of the sample only

contains W6þ oxidation states. With increasing depth

of layer, however, increasingly W5þ and W4þ oxida-

tion states are present. Due to the fact that the sample

considered is an oxygen-rich, colorless transparent

tungsten oxide layer, a high proportion of W5þ and

W4þ states, however, is unlikely. Rather, a preferen-

tial oxygen etching during the depth profiling is

assumed, which does not allow an exact determina-

tion of the concentration ratio by means of XPS.

Hence, we discuss the data in terms of a trend of the

W/O-ratio within the series. Figure 4f shows the W/

O-ratio of an oxygen-poor (blue film), a slightly

substoichiometric (deposited under 5.15 sccm and at

RT or with a growth temperature of 400 �C) and an

oxygen-rich sample (colorless transparent film), pre-

sented in dependence of the O2 flux during deposi-

tion. In each case, the measurement of the surface

(squares) and after an etching step (triangles) is

shown. The surface of the sample deposited under

the lowest O2 flux provides a nearly stoichiometric

W/O ratio of about 0.31. However, due to the low

oxygen content during the deposition process, an

oxygen deficit can be assumed and the resulting ratio

is due to surface contamination of the layer. In con-

trast, an etching time for 300 s with 1 kV acceleration

voltages results in a W/O ratio of about 0.58. How-

ever, such a strong substoichiometry of oxygen is

more than doubtful since for this ratio, a metallic

character would be expected. Comparable trends are

evident for the two samples prepared without

growth temperatures and with an O2 flux of 5.15 and
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Figure 4 EPR spectra of a

transparent (deposited with an

O2 flux of 5.5 sccm at RT) as

well as a bluish sample

(deposited with an O2 flux of

3 sccm at RT) (a). W5þ

oxidation states are only

present for blue samples. O 1s

(b, c) and W 4f core level

spectra (d, e) measured by

XPS at the surface of a film

prepared at RT and with an O2

flux of 10 sccm (b, d) as well

as after etching the surface for

300 s at 1 kV (c, e). Features

attributed to oxidation states

W4þ and W5þ arise after the

etching procedure. Calculated

W/O-ratio (f) of the film

surface or during etching at

acceleration voltages of

0.5 kV (open triangles) or

1 kV (solid triangles) for

samples prepared at different

O2 flux at RT compared to a

film prepared at 400 �C.

Corresponding W6þ/

(W5þ ? W4þ) ratios

(g) resulting from the depth

profile of the oxygen-rich and

crystalline samples.
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10 sccm. As expected, the examination of the surfaces

shows that a higher selected O2 flux during the

deposition process counteracts the deficient incorpo-

ration of O2. However, on the basis of the series

shown, only a tendency of the decreasing ratio can be

seen. It remains to be mentioned that this results in a

slight superstoichiometry of oxygen. Again, it is very

likely that this ratio is due to an oxygen-rich con-

tamination of the sample surface from ambient air.

Compared to the measurements of the strongly

oxygen-deficient sample, the depth measurements of

the other two amorphous layers show comparable

trends. Once more, conditions which would corre-

spond to a metallic character have to be determined.

A comparison of the trend of the conditions within

the data points for the depth profiles provides an

analogy in the development of the surface measure-

ments of the samples. For the depth measurements,

the W/O ratios are displaced to a higher W/O ratio.

Although a direct influence of the oxygen content

depending on the chosen O2 flux during deposition

can be seen, a quantitative analysis is hindered. To

determine the influence of preferential etching dur-

ing depth profiling, detailed XPS-measurements were

taken under lower acceleration voltages of 0.5 kV for

the argon ions. Measurements were taken after an

etching time of 180, 360 and 540 s for an oxygen-rich

sample and are represented in Fig. 4f as open trian-

gles. After an etching time of 180 s, only a slight

substoichiometry with an W/O ratio of 0.34 is found.

Further etching resulted in a ratio of 0.4. Despite

enhanced substoichiometry of oxygen in the sample

for further etching steps, the W/O ratio remains

below 0.47, which was measured after an etching

time of 300 s at an acceleration voltage of 1 kV. The

measurements suggest a less pronounced preferential

etching of oxygen at this lower acceleration voltage of

0.5 kV, however, presumably also reduced erosion

rates of the layer.

Furthermore, the figure shows the results of XPS

measurements on a crystalline film with blue color

(deposited under an O2 flux of 5.15 sccm and at a

growth temperature of 400 �C, red symbols). Com-

pared to the above mentioned samples, a clear devi-

ation of the O/W ratio of 0.54 at the surface is

obvious (red square). Although understoichiometry

can be expected due to the coloration, the result

appears to be too strongly understoichiometric, as the

metallic character of the layer can be assumed for this

ratio. Simultaneously, it can be observed that the

influence of preferential oxygen sputtering is less

pronounced here due to the less altered W/O ratio of

0.62 for depth measurement (red triangle).

Figure 4g illustrates the ratio of the oxidation states

W6þ/(W5þ ? W4þ) for the measurements already

discussed in Fig. 4f. Only the thin film produced

under the highest O2 flux and the crystalline sample

are shown. For both samples, the measurement of the

surface and the depth measurement after an etching

time of 300 s (with 1 kV acceleration voltages) is

depicted. For the oxygen-rich sample, the additional

depth profile was measured with the lower configu-

ration of the acceleration voltage of 0.5 kV and after

time steps of 180, 360 and 540 s. The corresponding

W6þ/(W5þ ? W4þ) ratio decreases during depth

profiling. This is due to the preferential removal of

oxygen. With increasing depth, the ratio saturates.

We tentatively explain this as follows: At the begin-

ning of the measurement (within the first 180 s), the

W6þ oxidation states are reduced to W5þ oxidation

states. Thereafter, in addition to the reduction of W6þ

oxidation levels also W5þ oxidation states are

reduced and thus the presence of W4þ oxidation

levels increases. Thus, compared to the first 180 s of

the etching time, the change of the W6þ/

(W5þ ? W4þ) ratio decreases again. In contrast, it is

clear for the crystalline sample that the determined

oxidation states during the measurement result in a

nearly non-changing ratio. Thus, the crystalline layer

shows, compared to the results of the amorphous

samples, a generally deviating behavior with respect

to the XPS measurements. The reason for this could

be the presence of more stable bonds to oxygen or the

concentration ratios being maintained despite etching

during the data acquisition.

The IBSD grown amorphous as well as crystalline

tungsten oxide layers with varying ratios of tungsten

oxidation states were examined by means of cyclic

voltammetry regarding their EC properties. Figure 5a

shows nine cycles of the amorphous, colorless

transparent sample deposited under an oxygen flux

of 5.15 sccm. For the reduction in the film, accom-

panied by Hþ-intercalation (eq. 1), the current den-

sities become increasingly negative starting at a

voltage of about 0.1 V and rapidly becoming more

negative at about - 0.48 V. At the reversal point of

- 0.7 V, the recorded current densities finally reach a

maximum negative value of about 0.14 mA=cm2.

Peaks for individual reduction reactions (such as
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W6þ ! W5þ or W5þ ! W4þ) cannot be assigned.

Upon reversal of the voltage sweep, only a broad

oxidation peak is seen. Accordingly, the assignment

of single oxidation steps (like W4þ ! W5þ or

W5þ ! W6þ) is not possible. The maximum current

densities of about 2:4� 10�2 mA=cm2 occur around a

voltage of - 0.45 V. Toward higher voltages, the

current densities decay quite quickly, indicating

complete oxidation of the film. Based on the contin-

uously increasing current densities upon successive

cycling of the potential, the enclosed area of the

voltammogram slightly increases with the increasing

number of cycles, which suggests that an increasing

charge is involved in the process. Consequently, the

film is reduced and re-oxidized to an increasing

extent.

The optical transmission of the sample at each

reversal point of the potential, cf. Fig. 5b, represents

the bleached (at ? 1.5 V) and colored (at - 0.7 V)

states. Rather small differences of transmission of the

bleached and colored state can be seen, however,

reversibly within every single cycle and increases

with the increasing number of cycles, caused by

increasing coloration. This is underlined by the

optical color impression of the film in the different

(de)intercalated conditions at the reversal points

(- 0.7 V or 1.5 V) shown in Fig. 5b.

Figure 5c shows nine cycles of cyclic voltammetry

on a crystalline WOx sample. The characteristics of

the first cycle differ slightly from those of the subse-

quent cycles, in that the current density during

reduction/intercalation of the first cycle increases

more steeply than for the remaining cycles and two

distinct features at approximately - 0.3 and - 0.1 V

occur re-oxidation/deintercalation. As for the amor-

phous film, the charge increases upon successive

cycling.

Figure 5d shows the transmittance and the optical

color impression for subsequent cycles. Obviously,

the switching process is not completely reversible.

Particularly in the near infrared range, a proceeding

drop in transmittance occurs from cycle to cycle.

Both types of samples can be reduced/intercalated

and re-oxidized/ deintercalated. For the crystalline

sample, a certain irreversibility reveals caused by

incomplete deintercalation. The irreversible switch-

ing behavior could be caused by a sweep rate of the

potential which was too fast. The more densely

packed atomic structure in crystalline samples could

hinder the ion diffusion. As already mentioned in

Sect. 1, an extended response time of the coloration in

crystalline samples is a well-known phenomenon

[30]. Thus, inserting protons gradually change the as-

grown crystalline samples.

To suppress such behavior, an additional series of

samples was grown in which hydrogen was used as

additional reactive gas in the sputtering process. It is

expected that hydrogen is incorporated into the

deposited layers and influences the structure and,

consequently, to show an influence on the EC

properties.

Figure 6a illustrates photographs of the samples

(above) as well as the corresponding optical trans-

mission measurements (below). For this series, the
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Figure 5 Cyclic voltammetry (cycles proceeding from lighter to

darker color in the plots) for an amorphous (a) and a crystalline

sample (c) with the corresponding optical transmission spectra

(b) and (d), respectively, measured at the reversal points - 0.7 to

1.5 V. The calculated optical impression at the reversal points [55]

is shown above the transmission spectra (b, d).
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additional H2 flux was varied between 0.5 and

2 sccm, whereas the O2 flux of 5.15 sccm and the

growth temperature (RT) were fixed. Layers which

were produced with a hydrogen flux of 0.8 sccm or

above show a blue coloration indicative of partial

reduction. Increasing the H2 flux even further

strengthens the coloring. The absorption edge of all

samples starts at about 320 nm. In order to prevent

coloration of samples due to the deficient oxygen

content, the O2 flux was increased to 7 sccm. At the

same time, an H2 flux of 10 sccm was chosen to

achieve a high doping. This resulted in a colorless

transparent layer.

Figure 6b shows four cyclic voltammetry cycles of

such a hydrogen-doped sample. Essentially, the

voltammograms resemble those shown in Fig. 5a.

However, the coloration current density is more

negative. Quite constant current density and charge

are observed for all cycles. The transmittance spectra

recorded simultaneously and the optical color

impression of the layer, cf. Fig. 6c, show a widely

reversible switching process of high contrast in

transmission. For the reduced/intercalated layer, the

transmittance reversibly drops to values as low as

50% at 800 nm as opposed to the irreversible char-

acteristics of the samples reported in Fig. 5. It can,

therefore, be proven that hydrogen, used as an

additional reactive gas in the manufacturing process,

yields samples which have significantly improved EC

switching properties.

To compare the electrochromic characteristics of

IBSD grown films, Table 1 summarizes the results of

an undoped tungsten oxide sample (measurement is

shown in Fig. 5a, b) as well as the high doped sample

from Fig. 6b, c. A comparison shows a clear increase

in the change of the standardized transmission at

visible range. For the H2-doped sample, this change

is about twice as large. At the same time, compared to

the undoped sample, a larger charge quantity of

2.3 mC/cm2 is involved within the cycle under con-

sideration. An improved value of 26.5 cm2/C is also

obtained for the standardized optical coloration effi-

ciency of the doped sample.

Conclusion

Tungsten oxide thin films were grown by ion-beam

sputter deposition, a less common sputtering variant.

We showed the possibility of influencing technolog-

ically relevant samples characteristics by using dif-

ferent preparation parameters (e.g., gas mixture or

growth temperature). This allows to tune the ele-

mental composition, optical properties or to influence

the structure and the degree of crystallization in the

resulting thin films. Variation in these properties

allows for a positive selection of parameters guaran-

teeing layers with beneficial EC characteristics.

Exemplarily, layers of a significantly altered mor-

phology and a much more compact structure can be
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Figure 6 Optical transmission spectra and photographs (top) of

tungsten oxide films deposited at RT with fluxes of 2 sccm Ar and
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voltammetry (b) as well as optical transmission at the reversal
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the color impression of the film in the current switching state
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produced. Additional in operando doping with

hydrogen allows to further optimize the cycling

behavior. The high reproducibility as well as the high

purity of IBSD-grown layers render ion-beam sputter

deposition a suitable candidate for growth of tung-

sten oxide and, most likely, other chromogenic

materials.
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